
WHAT ABOUT GLORIA STEINEM

Gloria Marie Steinem is an American feminist, journalist, and social political activist who became nationally recognized
as a leader and a spokeswoman for the.

Under her direction, the magazine tackled important topics, including domestic violence. Do you think we are
in the midst, with MeToo, of being set free by the truthâ€”and if so, what truths has MeToo helped illuminate?
She first worked for Independent Research Service and then established a career for herself as a freelance
writer. Steinem's feminist concerns were first sparked when she went to a meeting of the Redstockings, a New
York women's liberation group. A leading feminist spokesperson since the midth century, she helped launch a
variety of groups and publications dedicated to promoting civil rights. Her most recent, a memoir of her life
titled My Life on the Road , was published in at the age of  An award-winning and prolific writer, Steinem has
authored several books, including a biography on Marilyn Monroe, and the best-selling My Life on the Road.
For half our divided nation, Gloria is a beloved icon. Gloria Steinem is an American feminist, political
activist, and journalist. For the next two decades, she was on a plane every few days, traveling to get the word
out about why the lives of women were every bit as important as the lives of men. Complete insanity, because
for womenâ€”like it or not, then as now, possibly forever and ever, amenâ€”being considered attractive is
always one of the highest cards in our respective decks. Those efforts drew attention to the issue of
underrepresentation of women in politics and the centrality of political issues for women's lives. Beginning in
the early s, after launching Ms. But such occasional mistakes have not kept her from using her voice for the
public good. But she could not persuade editors to assign her serious political subjects. Sex and race because
they are easy and visible differences have been the primary ways of organizing human beings into superior
and inferior groups and into the cheap labor on which this system still depends. But more than any other figure
she was the public face of modern feminism, a constant presence on college campuses and at union halls, in
business meetings and at protests, on TV talk shows and in media profiles. Women are saying that sex can and
must be mutual. Gloria is an empathic, good-natured consensus builder, with a dry, self-deprecating wit. The
completely inaccurate gist was: Mort Zuckerman said he would marry Gloria if she could give him a baby, and
she was frantically, desperately dashing from one fertility specialist to the next. Photograph by St. A woman
member of Congress, for example, might be identified as a member of Congress; it doesn't mean she's any less
of a feminist but she's identified by her nearest male analog. Every economics course ought to start not with
production but with reproduction. At the age of 66, Steinem proved that she was still unpredictable and
committed to charting her own path in life. What if her boss pressed himself on her at work? It really is a
revolution. The result was Ms. From its start in , Ms. The following year the first stand-alone issue was
published. How did Gloria Steinem get her start as a political activist? Gloria Steinem was born on March 25, ,
in Toledo, Ohio. Eventually she began writing a column for New York magazine, which she helped launch in 
Years later, in , she published a lengthy interview with Hugh Hefner, founder and editor of Playboymagazine.
That's why most women have two jobsâ€”one inside the home and one outside itâ€”which is impossible.
House of Representatives and one in the U. Not possible until  I think the person who said: 'Honey, if men
could get pregnant, abortion would be a sacrament' was right. For more ways to live your best life plus all
things Oprah, sign up for our newsletter! Part of what gave her the resilience to persevere was the example of
her paternal grandmother, Pauline Steinem. The tone was classic Gloria Steinem: cool, calm, and witty.
Advertisement When she was 36, Steinem testified before the U. My students find it hard to believe that in ,
only half of all Americans said they would vote for a woman for president. Move the sofa over there. We
made a good showing. Both have Washington and foreign policy experience; George W.


